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The Practical Side of Business

PASS IT ON

K
it Stolen, president of Union

Federal Bank in Indianapolis,

participated in one of my

programs for the bank’s

commercial lending department, and

said to me afterwards, “Tim, we’re on

the right track here, but a 10-week

program isn’t long enough to give my

people the opportunity for success.

What can you do about that?” 

What an insightful statement and

question from a leader who places a high

value on continuous learning. Kit’s statement

those many months ago resulted in

ongoing, continued training for those

lenders. Training that has moved this

group of people from talk to ownership

of a sales culture. They train hard to be

competitive; they train hard to win.

Among trainers and human resource

professionals it’s well known that employees

value training more than anything else,

including how much they’re paid. This

is especially true among Generation Xers

who want to be paid through training,

not just compensation. This age group

wants to stay competitive in the workplace.

Regardless, employees of all ages “feel

the love” when employers demonstrate

commitment to them by making an

investment in their personal growth.

Employees often feel humbled and forever

loyal when ownership says, “I’ll help you

get to where you want to be professionally.” 

Critical steps
But that doesn’t always happen in a

one-day or two-day training session. It may

take an ongoing training program that

allows for the “at bats,” or practice

necessary to achieve skill mastery. Ongoing

reinforcement is vital if you are committed

to making the changes necessary to your

organization, and has several distinct

benefits. One, it allows for people to

learn at their own pace. Two, it gives

people a shot at “owning” the material.

After all, adults learn in four phases. 

1. Awareness

2. Understanding

3. Application

4. Ownership

Reaching the third phase, application,

can be very gratifying, yet pushing for

ownership makes the difference. Ownership

lands you in the realm of new confidence;

correct and positive results; growth; and

real opportunity.

Star athletes regularly work toward

ownership. Think about Tiger Woods.

Several years ago, after the superstar

won the Masters at age 21 he decided to

rebuild his golf swing step by step. He

moved from awareness to

understanding to application to

ownership. At age 27, he’s won

eight majors. He’s set a new

standard for himself and the

world of golf. He’s trained hard

to be competitive and to win

no matter what the price. 

Staying committed
And a price must be paid

for the changes that result in

winning. For businesses, price is in

investment and commitment. Commitment

is the key while investment should never

be the obstacle. Winning companies

should never think in terms of the typical

3% base pay training budget. Winning

company leaders know if they truly want

the changes necessary to impact the

company’s bottom line and employee’s

success, they must commit to do whatever

it takes. Anything less is a pipe dream.

I have one slightly negative warning

here. Ongoing reinforcement might not

be for everyone. Face it; you know you

have employees that simply don’t want

to make changes. Do yourself, your hard

earned dollars and those employees a

favor – don’t invite them to the training

sessions. 

Employees trapped in a comfort zone –

those who have long since stopped

traveling the maze to find out who moved

their cheese – will be nothing more than

a cancer to those who do care, who do

want to succeed “no matter what.”

Simply keep the naysayers out of the

program. Until they express a clear desire

to grow, change and seek new and better

ways, they will inhibit the winners.

Keep it fun
Now, I have one very positive tip.

Training has got to be fun. It is not

child’s play, but should be. Adults,

like children, learn the best when they

are doing new things as opposed to

listening or seeing them done. People,

whether young or old, learn by doing.

They like to laugh and have

fun when they go through

their new “practice” drills.

Mistakes will be made and

they’ll need to laugh with

each other as the mistakes

occur. Make sure the

training atmosphere is a

safe one, free from constraints,

criticism and embarrassment,

and your team will eagerly

make the changes you seek.

More than 2000 years ago the very

wise Confucius said, “What I hear, I

forget; what I see, I remember; but what

I do, I understand.” That simple statement

holds true to this day. People learn by

doing. And when they do, they change

their habits, become competitive and win.

Are you ready to make the commitment?
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